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top quality!
view weekly specials






locally grown

Long Green Asparagus

$6.99  lb.
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organic
view weekly specials






washington

Fuji Apples

$2.69  lb.
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versatile
view weekly specials








Red Snapper Fillet

$11.99  lb.
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Make Something Delicious >




shop through Instacart >




catering

menu >






our roots

We are proud to be a locally owned and operated food store whose roots go back four generations to a grocery family that began in Italy. Our goal is to always provide families with exceptional quality produce, natural organic foods, and award winning customer service. We have a passion for people and our community, and do it all for the love of food.

learn more






we take our italian roots seriously




Very Seriously.

Fresh, natural ingredients combined with family tradition results in the best food on the planet

Piazza’s handmade sausages are made right here and combine old world Italian traditions, the highest quality ingredients and the skills of our trained butchers. Juicy and bursting with flavor, our sausages are second to none in the Bay Area.

meet our sausage maker
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sign-up


life's better on the inside
Much Better!

Get exclusive flash sale invitations, deals, recipes, freebies, events and news – delivered right to your inbox.
subscribe
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Departments

	Produce
	Cheese
	Meat & Seafood
	Bakery
	Deli
	Prepared Foods
	Wine, Beer & Spirits
	Grocery
	Wellness
	Floral






email sign-up
Get exclusive flash sale invitaitons, deals, recipes, freebies, events and
news - delivered right to your inbox.


Email Address

submit








we want to hear from you!
Along with a great passion for food, we strive to provide amazing customer service. If it’s
a product you’re looking for, we’ll find it. If it’s an experience that you’re not satisfied with,
we’d like to address it.

contact us







© piazza's foods 2024.
design by DW Green Company.
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